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In my last editorial I pointed to a great website on the History of Economic Thought
(see here4 ), which collects a lot of interesting material, including neat summaries and
many original texts. In response to this editorial Rod Hill, University of New Brunswick,
pointed me to another no less great site on the history of economic thought, which has
originally been founded by Rod Hay and specializes as an archive for original texts. Now
I owe these two Rods a big ’thank you’ as even a superficial view on this site indicates
that it contains a host of treasures for studying issues in the history of economic thought.
So be sure to add just another bookmark in your browser after checking out this link5

, which brings you directly to this awesome site.

Having said that, I can only add that this issue of the Newsletter is, as any issue, no less
awesome than the beforementioned site (o.k., maybe a little less...). I hope you’ll enjoy
it!

All the best,
Jakob
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Call for Papers

CasP Conference on ”Capital as Power: Broadening the Vista”
(Toronto, 2016)

28-30 September, 2016 — York University, Toronto, Canada

The theory of capital as power (CasP) offers a radical alternative to mainstream and
Marxist theories of capitalism. It argues that capital symbolizes and quantifies not utility
or labour but organized power writ large, and that capitalism is best understood and
challenged not as a mode of consumption and production, but as a mode of power. Over
the past decade, the Forum on Capital as Power has organized many lectures, speaker
series and conferences. Our most recent international gatherings include “Capitalizing
Power: The Qualities and Quantities of Accumulation” (2012), “The Capitalist Mode
of Power: Past, Present and Future” (2011), and “Crisis of Capital, Crisis of Theory”
(2010).

The 2016 conference, to be held at York University on September 28-30, 2015, broadens
the vista. With 27 papers on a wide range of topics, presenters extend and deepen
CasP research, compare CasP with other approaches and critique CasP’s methods and
findings.

Tentative Conference Program is available here (pdf)6

6http://bnarchives.yorku.ca/478/10/20160600_forumoncasp_broadening_the_vista_tentative_

program.pdf
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The conference is open to everyone and is free to attend.

Annual Conference of the EuroMemo Group: ”The European
Union: the Threat of Disintegration” (Coimbra, 2016)

15-17 September 2016 — University of Coimbra, Portugal

Organised by the EuroMemo Group and jointly hosted with the Faculty of Economics
at the University of Coimbra in Portugal

Conference Theme: The European Union: the Threat of Disintegration

All papers that present an alternative economic perspective on the conference theme ’The
European Union: the Threat of Disintegration’ are welcome. In particular, we encourage
submissions specific to one of the workshops outlined in the programme below.

The programme will be as follows:

Thursday afternoon: The state of the Union

• Hans-Jürgen Bieling (University of Tübingen): Political State of the Union

• Gabriel Colletis (University of Toulouse) (tbc): Economic State of the Union

• José Pacheco Pereira (University of Porto) (tbc): The politico-economic situation
of Portugal

Friday morning: The second day will be dedicated to key themes of EU
policy within six different workshops.

• Macroeconomic and developmental policies to challenge austerity and uneven de-
velopment7

• EU monetary and financial policies: reaching its limits?8

• Tax abuse and tax justice: the political economy of corporate behaviour, current
policy and radical alternatives9

• Migration, the refugee crisis and the possible breakup of the Schengen Agreement10

7http://www2.euromemorandum.eu/uploads/euromemo_group_conference_2016_workshop_1.pdf
8http://www2.euromemorandum.eu/uploads/euromemo_group_conference_2016_workshop_2.pdf
9http://www2.euromemorandum.eu/uploads/euromemo_group_conference_2016_workshop_3.pdf

10http://www2.euromemorandum.eu/uploads/euromemo_group_conference_2016_workshop_4.pdf
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• Right-wing & economic nationalism in Europe: origins and responses11

• EU-external relations: destabilising the neighbours12

Friday afternoon: Plenary on policy proposals from workshops and special
plenary ’Disintegration or Refoundation of the European Union?’

• Cédric Durand (Paris 13 University)

• Fabio De Masi (MEP GUE/NGL) (tbc)

Saturday morning: Planning meeting: EuroMemorandum 2017 and other
activities

Proposals for papers together with a short abstract (maximum 250 words)
should be submitted by 1 July. If possible, please indicate the workshop which
the proposal is intended for. If accepted, completed papers should be submitted by 25
August so that they can be read before the conference.

We strongly encourage participants to submit short papers (10-12 pages) and to explicitly
address policy implications.

If you would like to participate in the conference and/ or submit a paper proposal,
please copy the registration form13 into an email and reply by the 1 July 2016 to
info@euromemo.eu14 .

Please find the call for papers here15 (pdf).

Competition & Change: General Call for Papers

Call for Papers for COMPETITION & CHANGE: The Journal of Globali-
sation, Financialisation and Political Economy

Competition & Change is an international peer-reviewed journal, uniquely featuring
theoretical, empirical and policy oriented research that aims to develop an understanding
of the causes and consequences of competition and change with respect to globalization,
financialization and broader conceptualizations of restructuring capitalist relations. The
journal is inter-disciplinary and welcomes contributions from a wide range of social

11http://www2.euromemorandum.eu/uploads/euromemo_group_conference_2016_workshop_5.pdf
12http://www2.euromemorandum.eu/uploads/euromemo_group_conference_2016_workshop_6.pdf
13http://www2.euromemorandum.eu/uploads/registration_form.doc
14mailto:info@euromemo.eu
15http://www2.euromemorandum.eu/uploads/euromemo_group_conference_2016_call_for_papers.

pdf
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science disciplines, including heterodox economics, political economy, critical research
on work, management and organization, economic geography, sociology, development
studies and international relations. In particular, we are interested in research and
scholarly work that focuses on:

1. The nature of contemporary capitalism, including its organizational and spatial
dynamics and their gendered effects

2. The drivers, mechanisms, and uneven impacts of globalization and social change

3. The changing configuration of state-market-civil society relations, including diverse
forms of governance, regulation, resistance, and social welfare

4. The forms, processes and consequences of financialization

5. Global value chains and production networks, industrial clusters and other orga-
nizational forms with new implications for economic, social, and environmental
upgrading.

6. Different forms and disruptive influences of capitalist instability including global
civil society, social movements, migration, and climate change.

7. Industrial structure, nature of competition and performance within and across
national/regional economies

8. How global political economy shapes, and is shaped by, the worlds of work, orga-
nization, society, and nature

The journal publishes:

• Full length peer reviewed articles (7,000 to 10,000 words)

• Special and themed issues

• Review articles and position pieces (3,000 to 8,000)

• Short items of relevant news and information for the academic community for our
news section (500 to 2,000 words).

The editors of the journal16 aim to return an initial decision on all submissions within
12 weeks from the date of submission.

The journal is indexed in SCOPUS and Thomson Reuters ESCI.

16https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/journal/competition-change
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Please visit https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/cach17 to login and submit your article
online or visit the general website of the journal18 to gather more information.

First Brazilian International Conference of Critical Asian Studies
(São Paulo, 2016)

22-25 November, 2016 — University of São Paulo, Brazil

The First Brazilian International Conference of Critical Asian Studies will organize panel
sessions as well as short-term study groups on Critical Asian Studies, gathering scholars
and researchers from different countries and backgrounds in order to promote intellectual
exchange and research innovation.

We kindly accept proposals of oral presentations, individual or organized in panel ses-
sions. Abstracts should be sent until July 10th. The approved proposals will be informed
until July 30thand the complete articles should be sent until October 20th. Abstracts
are requested to have at most 500 words and the name and filiation of the authors, fol-
lowed by a short curriculum of, at most, 50 words. Presentations can focus any context
related to Asian Studies with a critical methodological approach, indicating in which of
the thematic areas it would be inscribed:

Thematic areas:

TA1. Development and Political Economy
Development policies – Theories and programs of local or transnational economies –
Technology, Production and Society – Financialization of the economy – Income distri-
bution – Ecossocialism – Political economy of agricultural and industrial productions.

TA2. Political History
Modern and contemporary history of Asian countries – Economic policies and state social
policies – Social movements – Revolutions – Transformations of social classes structure
and dynamics

TA3. Gender and politics
Gender relations – Feminism – Queer theory – Gender politics and social movements

TA4. Press, media and art
History of press media – Artistic movements and its political aspects – Artistic and
cultural production – Press media, internet and political movements

17https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/cach
18https://uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/journal/competition-change#aims-and-scope
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TA5. Geopolitics and Internacional Relations
Asian international political economy – International relations dynamics in contempo-
rary history – International conflicts.

From June 2016 we will open the inscriptions for short-term study groups that will be
developed during the conference. Invited professors and specialists will be responsable for
coordinating short-term study groups of 6 hours most, divided in two or three meetings,
2 hours each. The aim of these study groups is to grasp the opportunity of the meeting
and actually promote intellectual exchange.

REGISTRATION FEES

To register, please send an email to conferencia.estudos.asiaticos@gmail.com19 with the
subject “registration”, and your name, passport and filiation (if any). The fees are the
same for those who are presenting a paper or only attending to the conference and have
the pourpose of funding the coffee-breaks that will be served between the sessions.

• UNTIL August 10th:

– Students: US$ 10

– Non-students: US$ 15

• FROM August 10th

– Students: US$ 15

– Non-students: US$ 20

To ask for more information and to send abstracts or proposals, please write
to: conferencia.estudos.asiaticos@gmail.com20

International Confederation of Associations for Pluralism in Eco-
nomics: ”Can Pluralism Save Economics?” (ASSA/Chicago, 2017)

5 January, 2017 — Roosevelt University, Chicago, USA

Conference Theme: Can Pluralism Save Economics? Pluralistic Approaches
to Teaching and Research in Economics

Call for Papers, Panels and Workshops

19mailto:conferencia.estudos.asiaticos@gmail.com
20mailto:conferencia.estudos.asiaticos@gmail.com
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Although the global financial crisis of 2007-2009 exposed many of the deficiencies in
mainstream economics, there have been few changes in the discipline. The same tired
models and approaches continue to dominate research publications and textbooks. This
has prompted increasing calls for pluralism in economics, most recently from the Inter-
national Student Initiative for Pluralism in Economics ( www.isipe.net21 ). There has
never been a more important time to gather pluralistic economists together to develop
robust alternatives and to bolster pluralistic approaches to teaching and research.

The next ICAPE conference will occur on the day before the 2017 ASSA meetings in
Chicago from 8AM to 5PM at Roosevelt University in downtown Chicago. Roosevelt is
located within an easy walk of the convention hotels. The conference registration fee is
$80 ($40 for graduate students/low income).

The main conference theme is a broad one: What do pluralistic economists have to offer
students, the discipline and the people of the world to address our pressing economic
problems, including inequality, poverty, climate change, macroeconomic instability, fi-
nancialization, war and conflict, and the inability of mainstream economics to address
these issues adequately. We welcome work from all strands of heterodox economic theory,
including evolutionary, ecological, complexity, institutional, feminist, Austrian, Marx-
ian, Sraffian, Post-Keynesian, behavioral/psychological, social, radical political econ-
omy, critical realism, and general heterodox. We are particularly interested in material
from graduate students, sessions on pluralistic teaching, and material on the state of
pluralism in economics. And, we are interested in research from any of the perspectives
listed above.

ICAPE will also hold a board meeting over lunch at the conference to plan the future of
the organization. All member institutions are encouraged to send a representative.

Submissions:

The deadline for submitting proposals is August 1, 2016. We welcome proposals for indi-
vidual papers, full sessions, teaching workshops, and roundtables. Proposals for complete
sessions or workshops with a coherent theme are particularly encouraged, especially those
that are pluralistic in nature, reflecting multiple perspectives in the discipline. Those
who make a submission will be informed whether their proposal has been accepted by
the end of August 2016.

For individual papers, please include: Your name, your title and affiliation, an abstract
of 300 words or less, 3 keywords, and contact information (address, phone, email). For
full sessions of papers, roundtables, workshops, and other formats, please include the
above for each contribution, as well as a title for the session, the names of the chair and
discussants, and the name and contact information of the session organizer.

21http://www.isipe.net
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All proposals should be submitted by email to Geoff.Schneider@Bucknell.edu22 as
a Word document. Your email must include “ICAPE Submission”, the correspond-
ing author’s last name, and a brief title in the subject line (e.g., “ICAPE Submission,
Schneider, Teaching Roundtable”). Please also title the Word document containing your
submission in a similar fashion.

Authors who present at the ICAPE conference are encouraged to submit their papers to
the American Review of Political Economy ( http://www.arpejournal.com/submissions/23

), edited by Michael Murray and Nikolaos Karagiannis. Papers from the conference will
be published in a special issue of the ARPE.

Please address your questions to Geoff Schneider ( Geoff.Schneider@Bucknell.edu24 ),
Acting Executive Director of ICAPE.

International Labour Process Conference ”Reconnecting Work
and Political Economy” (Sheffield, 2017)

4-6 April, 2017 — University of Sheffield, UK

Pre-Call for Papers

The theme of the 2017 conference is ‘Reconnecting work and Political Economy’. The
turbulence unleashed by the financial crisis of 2008 has led to increased interest in
the relationships between work and employment and the wider economy, as reflected
in the recent concern with exploring forms and consequences of ‘financialisation’ and
efforts to establish links between labour process analysis and the comparative analysis
of institutions (Vidal and Hauptmeier, 2014). The growing interest in ‘global value
chains’ (Newsome et al., 2015) has also encouraged greater attention to be paid to
the contemporary global economy, while simultaneously prompting a reconsideration of
the meaning, status and analytical potential of core labour process concepts and the
connections between production, distribution and exchange.

Building on these developments, the aim of the conference will be to extend and deepen
connections between political economy research and labour process analysis. We en-
courage papers that seek to develop inter-disciplinary linkages through their empirical,
conceptual or theoretical content.

The full call for papers, along with the call for special streams and the dates for submis-
sion, to follow shortly. Please consult the ILPC website in early July http://www.ilpc.org.uk25

22mailto:Geoff.Schneider@Bucknell.edu
23http://www.arpejournal.com/submissions/
24mailto:Geoff.Schneider@Bucknell.edu
25http://www.ilpc.org.uk/
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.

If you wish to discuss a possible special stream for next year’s conference please contact
Dr. Kirsty Newsome, at the University of Sheffield ( k.j.newsome@sheffield.ac.uk26 ).

Host organisation:

The conference will be hosted jointly by the Work, Organisation and Employment Re-
lations Research Centre (WOERRC) and the Sheffield Political Economy Research In-
stitute (SPERI), both at the University of Sheffield.

WOERRC comprises researchers from the Management School and the Faculty of Social
Sciences. The aim of the centre is to generate and disseminate high-quality research
that has the potential to inform and shape academic debates and influence policy and
practice. https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/woerrc/about27

SPERI aims to bring together leading international researchers, policy-makers, journal-
ists and opinion formers to develop new ways of thinking about the economic and political
challenges posed for the whole world by the current combination of financial crisis, shift-
ing economic power and environmental threat. http://speri.dept.shef.ac.uk/about/28

Roundtable academic discussion on the topic: Paradigm Works
in the Modern Discourse of Economic Theory (Kyiv, 2016)

October 6 – 7, 2016 — Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Ukraine

We invite you to take part in the roundtable academic discussion on the topic:

Paradigm Works in the Modern Discourse of Economic Theory devoted to the
240 th anniversary of A. Smith’s ”The Wealth of Nations” and the anniversary of J.
M. Keynes’s ”The General Theory”.

The discussion is encouraged in the following areas:

• role of the paradigm works in the development of economic theory;

• ideological value, philosophical and methodological significance of the works of
Adam Smith and John Maynard Keynes: retrospective, modernity and prospects;

• Keynes vs. Smith: ideology of economic liberalism from classics to non- classics;

26mailto:k.j.newsome@sheffield.ac.uk
27https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/woerrc/about
28http://speri.dept.shef.ac.uk/about/
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• ”market and state” dilemma: old and new meanings and evaluation approaches in
the heterogeneous background of modern economic theory;

• economic theory and economic reality: from the normative economic theory to
economic policy;

• economic welfare of nations through the prism of epochs;

• Adam Smith and John Maynard Keynes as historians of economic science: critical
analysis of the development of economic thought;

• orthodox and unorthodox interpretation of Smithianism and Keynesianism in the
international and domestic economic science;

• ideological and theoretical heritage of Adam Smith and John Maynard Keynes in
the professional teaching of economic disciplines;

• heuristic potential of the classical economic heritage in the modern scientific dis-
course.

Participants: scholars, teachers, graduate and undergraduate students and all inter-
ested parties.

The roundtable discussion papers will be published in the form of an electronic ab-
stracts at the website of the Faculty of Economics29 , Taras Shevchenko National
University of Kyiv (Ukraine).

Participants, who are unable to attend the roundtable, are welcome to send abstracts to
the email address of the Organizing Committee: conf econom teoriya@ukr.net30 .

Deadline for papers: September 10, 2016.

Requirements for abstracts and registration are available here (pdf)31 .

Satellite Meeting of the Conference on Complex Systems (Am-
sterdam, 2016)

19-22 September, 2016 — Amsterdam, Netherlands

Theme: Complex Economic Systems and the Role of Institutions: Evolu-
tionary, Institutional, and Complexity Perspectives

29http://www.econom.univ.kiev.ua
30mailto:conf_econom_teoriya@ukr.net
31http://www.heterodoxnews.com/HEN/attach/hen198/Roundtable_kyiv.pdf
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Organizers

• Heinrich Torsten
torsten.heinrich@uni-bremen.de32

Institute for Institutional and Innovation Economics (IINO) University of Bremen,
Bremen, Germany

• Gräbner Claudius
graebnerc@uni-bremen.de33

Institute for Institutional and Innovation Economics (IINO) University of Bremen,
Bremen, Germany

Abstract

After hundreds of years of research in the field of economic systems, after the development
of sophisticated and intricate statistical tools for the analysis of the same, real economic
systems continue to surprise us. It is when accurate predictions would be most critically
needed - in the context of crises and sudden changes - that they seem to continue to
escape us. The reason is, of course, the inherent complexity of these systems which
does not allow abstracting from structural characteristics such as institutions without
damaging the basic mechanisms.

Much important work has been done - especially in recent years - by pluralist branches
of economics to enable us to model and develop a deeper understanding of those sys-
tems. Starting from original institutionalism, economic sociology, innovation economics,
and evolutionary economics the arc stretches to agent-based simulation in economics, to
economic complexity, and to many other fields of endeavor. Newer developments have
been greatly helped by the enormous advances in the field of complex systems, partic-
ularly complex networks and agent-based modeling of complex systems. None of this
would have been possible without interdisciplinary exchange between complex systems
and (pluralist) theoretical economics perspectives.

The continued interdisciplinary exchange between complexity science on the one hand
and institutional and evolutionary economics on the other is therefore of the utmost
importance for both sides.

Topics

The satellite meeting shall address topics including (but not limited to):

• The complex systems perspective on institutions, particularly what is referred to
as ”informal institutions” in institutional economics,

32mailto:torsten.heinrich@uni-bremen.de
33mailto:graebnerc@uni-bremen.de
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• The role and nature of economic institutions,

• Co-evolution of institutions and economic structure,

• Agent-based models of institutions in economics,

• Structuration processes and network formation mechanisms as models for innova-
tion networks, trade networks, financial exchange and lending networks,

• The role of innovation and new technologies in economics and their co-evolution
with institutions,

• The modeling of innovation and novelty,

• Financial fragility and the role of institutions therein,

• Economic crises and the role of institutions,

• The application of agent-based modeling and other methods from complexity sci-
ence to economics, as well as

• Complex economic systems and complex networks in economics in general.

The satellite thus aims at bringing together scholars from different fields and backgrounds
to constructively exchange ideas about actual subjects of research in complexity eco-
nomics. We expect the different contributions to be complementary and to encourage
continuous collaboration among participants. Given the small number of interdisci-
plinary conferences, in particular transcending the divide between social and natural
sciences and on the topic of institutions, the satellite will be an interesting option to
consider for many researchers. Abstracts of 300-750 words should be submitted via the
submission website.

• Submission Deadline: Jun 13, 2016

• Notification of Acceptance: Jul 10, 2016

• Submissions can be made here34 .

Further information can be found at the conference website35 .

34https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=cesri2016
35http://iiso-web.fb7.uni-bremen.de/ccs-cesri-2016/
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The Journal of Labor & Society: Special Issue on ”Rethink-
ing Working Class Self-Organization Beyond: Unions, Parties,
NGOs, and the State”

The Journal of Labor & Society, in it’s 21st year, is issuing a call for the special issue
“Workers Beyond Unions, Parties, NGOs, and the State?” to rethink how workers or-
ganize and struggle. Co-edited by Robert Ovetz, Ph.D., a political science lecturer San
Jose State University, and Gifford Hartman, an independent San Francisco, USA based
scholar, the issue seeks submissions from scholars, organizers, and activists critically re-
examining the multiplicity of forms of class struggle outside of and inside unions, parties,
NGOs, and the state happening around the world.

The rapidly declining power and influence of unions are source of great concern. Their
coninuous decline have presented both a threat and an opportunity. As the number of
contingent workers explodes and union density worldwide remains stagnant or declines,
the effort of workers to self-organize continues to grow. The absence or weakness of
unions does not mean the absence of class struggle. Freed of the contract, workers
are engaging in short, sharp disruptive direct action and strikes to shift the balance of
power on the shopfloor and in the community. But these actions are often ad hoc, locally
focused and unsustainable.

Despite these limitations, workers are finding new ways to self-organize on the shopfloor
and circulate their efforts throughout the social factory. The composition of capital’s
power over the past 40 years has been a continual effort to respond to the dynamic
recomposition of working class struggle.

This issue would explore what working class recomposition looks like by examing case
studies of efforts to devise new tactics and strategies of self-organization. Ideally, this
issue will include critical analyses of a diversity of self-organized workers struggles from
several critical regions. Among the struggles that could be potentially covered would be
the following:

• Brazilian Landless Workers Movement’s efforts to seize land and build a parallel
social systemSpainish workers blocking evictions and foreclosures

• Mexican workers seizure of an entire neighborhood to reorganization of it into an
autonomous community

• Bolivian miners, coca growers, and street sellers in El Alto who formed community
councils that shut down the entire country in the early 2000s and propelled the
MAS into power

• Latin American women struggling over the Bolsa Famı́lia social wage in
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• Brazil, Bolivia, and Venezuela

• Industrial workers and miners in India, China, and South Africa who bypass es-
tablished unions to self-organize their own wildcat strikes

• Kurdish workers self-organized local governance and militias in Rojava,

• Syria during the civil war

• Wildcat strikes in Egypt during the Arab Spring

• Union backed service workers in the US who have been organizing to

• disrupt production, protest contingency, and raise wages without seeking to col-
lectively bargain

• Wildcat strikes by logistics workers (eg, truckers, longshore, warehouse, etc.) and
public employees

• European anti-austerity movements

Why This Issue is Important

The focus of this issue of the Journal of Labor & Society will be on worker organizing
beyond unions, parties and NGOs that channel and constrain organizing over the “con-
tract” and into the state through advocacy, elections and reform. These examples above
are rich with several vital lessons for worker self-organization we wish to see explored
in this issue. First, workers are contesting the organizational dominance of unions by
bypassing and challenging the traditional model of unions limited to bargaining over
wages, hours, grievances, working conditions, and labor law. Second, these struggles
are also transcending parties, NGOs, and the state at a time of growing widespread
resistance to the imposition of neo-liberal policy by labor, social democratic and left
leaning parties backed by NGOs, unions, and ruling elites in Europe and Latin America.
Such institutions divert conflict by harnessing workers to the state and capitalism thus
diluting the power of self-organized workers. (S. Marcos, R. Zibechi, M. Glaberman, G.
Esteva, and G. Rawick)

Drawing on the autonomous marxist, anarchist, and syndicalist critiques of unions and
the self-organization of workers (V. Burgmann, S. Lynd, H. Cleaver, and P. Linebaugh)
this issue would explore how workers are devising new forms of organizing to confront
capital at work and throughout the social factory (S. Federici, S. James, M. Dalla Costa,
and M. Tronti) signaling a turning point in what it means to organize a “union.”

The debate over whether unions should follow the “service” or “member organizing”
model or through parties, NGOs or the state is moot. Workers are transforming their
organizing into a global uprising that continues to disrupt the global accumulation and
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circulation of capital by transforming the struggle over work into a struggle to circulate
class power into all spheres of life. As capital seeks to colonize all aspects of life so has
working class struggle expanded to meet this threat. The question this issue seeks to
explore is what is the form of the currently emerging recomposition of working class
power?

Publication Plans

• After the solicitation of abstracts we will invite full manuscripts for publication in
the June 2017 issue of the Journal of Labor & Society.

• Abstracts (maximum 500 words, attached as .pdf or .docx files) due by August 1,
2016

• Invitation to submit full manuscript will be sent August 21, 2016

• Manuscripts (5,000-7,500) due February 21, 2017

• Special issue of the Journal of Labor & Society will be published in June 2017

Editors:

• IMMANUEL NESS, Brooklyn College CUNY, USA, manny.ness@gmail.com36

• ROBERT OVETZ, SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY, USA, rfovetz@riseup.net37

The Public Sector: Special Issue on ”Commons Reloaded: Po-
tentials and Challenges in Urban and Regional Development”

Guest editors: Alexander Hamedinger (Assistant Professor, Centre of Sociology, De-
partment of Spatial Planning) and Lukas Franta (Assistant, Centre of Sociology, De-
partment of Spatial Planning)

Issue on ”Commons Reloaded: Potentials and Challenges in Urban and Regional
Development”

Papers should address some of the following questions in the context of commons in
housing, public space or local/regional food systems:

• Spatiality of Commons: How is spatiality constructed through commoning and
collective action?

36mailto:manny.ness@gmail.com
37mailto:rfovetz@riseup.net
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• Governance of the Commons: which actors and regulatory systems are character-
istic for which action field of commoning?

• Legitimation of Commoning: who benefits from commoning practices? Who is
included in/excluded by these practices?

• Contextualisation of Commons: which factors are influencing success or failure of
commons?

• Planning and Commoning: how is state-led spatial planning related to commoning
in urban and regional development?

• Commons and the city region: how do commoning practices influence economic
and social relations between city and region?

• Added value of Commons: how do commons contribute to achieve the goals of
social cohesion and environmental protection in spatial development? How can
commons contribute to alter local and regional economic and social structures?

• Financing of Commons: Where do monetary and nonmonetary resources in com-
mons come from, how is their internal and external exchange organized, and which
provisions are taken to ensure long-term financial sustainability?

Abstracts (max. 500 words) should be sent to: urbancommons@oes.ifip.tuwien.ac.at38

until August 9, 2016. Full papers will be due Dec 9, 2016. Abstracts should include
research questions, theoretical background, used methods and expected results. The
selection of the papers for publication will be done by the editors of this special issue:
Alexander Hamedinger (Assistant Professor, Centre of Sociology, Department of Spatial
Planning) and Lukas Franta (Assistant, Centre of Sociology, Department of Spatial
Planning). Full papers (4.000-8.000 words) will undergo a double-blind peer review
process.

‘The Public Sector’ ( http://oes.tuwien.ac.at39 ) is an open access e-journal published
by the chair of Public Finance and Infrastructure Policy at the Department of Spatial
Planning, TU Wien.

Call for Participants

38mailto:urbancommons@oes.ifip.tuwien.ac.at
39http://oes.tuwien.ac.at
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Club of Rome project team on reforming economics (Vienna,
2016)

9-11 September, 2016 — Feistritz, Austria

Today’s economic system is failing us. It is the cause of climate change, resource de-
struction and rising inequality. The idea that the free market works for everyone is a
fantasy.

It is time to Reclaim Economics!

The Club of Rome wants to inspire and support students, activists, intellectuals, artists,
video-makers, teachers, professors and many others to help us shift the teaching of
economics away from the mathematical pseudo-science it has become. The well-being
of people and the sustainability of the planet need to lie at the core of all economic
thinking.

We want to

• boost public pressure for change

• mobilise students to demand a balanced economics education

The project will kick off on 9-11 September 2016 at the castle Burg Feistritz40 , 90 km
from Vienna, Austria.

Want to be part of the team?

Are you

• Dissatisfied with the way economics is taught today?

• Eager to challenge the current system?

• Environmentally and socially aware?

• Ambitious?

• Determined?

• Ready to commit time to the cause?

As part of our campaign team you will have the opportunity to play a central role in
changing the way economics is taught and understood. You will also have regular contact

40http://www.clubofrome.org/reclaim-economics-project-kick-off-retreat/
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with Club of Rome members and other internationally renowned experts.

How to apply

Send at reclaim@clubofrome.org41 with “application” in the subject line:

• Your résumé (max. 2 pages)

• A completed application form ( available here42 )

• If you are an artist, sample of your work

The closing date for applications is 30th June 2016. Best to apply early!
Applications are accepted on a rolling basis.

IIPPE Training Workshop: ”Imperialism Today” (London, 2016)

Monday 27 June, 2016 — SOAS, London, UK

The International Initiative for Promoting Political Economy (IIPPE) announces a one-
day training workshop on imperialism, with the following speakers: Lucia Pradella, Tony
Norfield, John Smith and Michael Roberts.

Venue: London: SOAS, (Vernon Square campus), room V111

A small charge of £5 per attendee will be levied to cover costs.

• 09:30-09:55 Registration

• 09:55-10.00 Introduction (Simon Mohun)

• 10:00-11:20 Lucia Pradella: Marx ahead of Lenin: The current relevance of
Marx’s theory of imperialism

• 11:20-11:40 Coffee/tea

• 11:40-13:00 John Smith: Imperialism and the globalisation of production

• 13:00-14:00 Lunch (only snacks supplied)

• 14:00-15:20 Tony Norfield: The role of finance in the imperialist world economy

• 15:20-15:40 Coffee/tea

41mailto:reclaim@clubofrome.org
42http://www.clubofrome.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Reclaim_ApplicationForm-1-2.doc
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• 15:40-16:30 Michael Roberts: Commentary

• 16.30-17.30 Lucia Pradella, John Smith, Tony Norfield, Michael Roberts:
Panel and Audience Discussion

Notes on the speakers

Lucia Pradella is the author of Globalization and the Critique of Political Economy:
New Insights from Marx’s Writings, London: Routledge, 2014, and of L’Attualità del
Capitale, Padua, Il Poligrafo, 2010; and is the editor (with Thomas Marois) of Polarizing
Development, London: Pluto Press, 2014

Tony Norfield is the author of The City: London and the Global Power of Finance,
London: Verso, 2016.

John Smith is the author of Imperialism in the Twenty-First Century: Globalization,
Super-Exploitation, and Capitalism’s Final Crisis, New York: Monthly Review Press,
2016 [Winner of the first Paul A. Baran-Paul M. Sweezy Memorial Award].

Michael Roberts is the author of The Long Depression, London: Haymarket Books,
forthcoming 2016; Essays on Inequality, London: CreateSpace Independent Publishing
Platform, 2014; The Great Recession, London: lulu.com, 2009.

How to register:

1. Send an email to Simon Mohun ¡ s.mohun@qmul.ac.uk43 ¿ saying that you wish to
attend.

2. Bring £5 with you on 27 June towards expenses.

Job Postings

Siena College, Italy

Job Title: Visiting Position

The Economics Department at Siena College is accepting applications for a one-year
visiting position beginning fall 2016. The position is open, but fields in political econ-
omy, open-economy macro, and history of economic thought are of particular interest.
Teaching experience is expected. A completed PhD is preferred, though we will consider

43mailto:s.mohun@qmul.ac.uk
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ABDs. Siena College seeks applicants with a passion for innovative undergraduate teach-
ing, including heterodox approaches, and applied and interdisciplinary work. Domestic
and international field experiences and mentoring undergraduate research are strengths.
The teaching load is 4/4, split between 3 sections of principles and 1 upper-level elec-
tive. Applications should include a cover letter, c.v., teaching portfolio, and names and
contact information for 3 references.

Please submit the application packet as a single PDF to Aaron Pacitti at apacitti@siena.edu44

. This position will remain open until filled.

University of Sydney, Australia

A Scholarly Teaching Fellow position is available in the Department of Po-
litical Economy, University of Sydney.

The position is being offered to early career academics able to contribute to one or more
of the following subject areas: core concepts in political economy, economic theory, eco-
nomic development, and global political economy. You will be expected to show evidence
of a research strategy that will eventuate in publications of international significance,
and a commitment to excellence in teaching political economy.
In addition, the successful candidate should be able to contribute to the core teaching
of units at both the undergraduate and postgraduate level.

CLOSING DATE: 11:30pm 19 June 2016

Further details here45 .

Awards

ESHET Academic Award Winners 2016

Please find hereafter the 2016 ESHET ( http://www.eshet.net/46 ) Awards announced
at the 2016 ESHET Conference in Paris (France), 27 May 2016.

44mailto:apacitti@siena.edu
45http://sydney.nga.net.au/cp/index.cfm?event=jobs.checkJobDetailsNewApplication&returnToEvent=

jobs.listJobs&jobid=4E7B031E-17CA-A322-5698-91FF65D52856&CurATC=EXT&CurBID=

949319BC-8898-4F11-AC4B-9DB401358504&JobListID=7447e3ad-96dd-4a31-0a88-

88e7514fc7de&jobsListKey=3a00f387-175d-4a6d-b3e0-adf2fe327691&persistVariables=

CurATC,CurBID,JobListID,jobsListKey,JobID&lid=44037710140
46http://www.eshet.net/
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1) Gilles Dostaler Award

• Lucy Brillant: ”A reconsideration of the role of forward-market arbitrage in Keynes’
and Hicks’ theories of the term structure of interest rates”
The European Journal of the History of Economic Thought, 21(6), 2014: 1085-1101

2) Best Article Award

• Alberto Feduzi, Jochen Runde and Carlo Zappia: ”De Finetti on Uncertainty”
Cambridge Journal of Economics, 38(1), 2014: 1-21.

3) Best Book Award

• François Allisson: Value and Prices in Russian Economic Thought. A journey
inside de Russian synthesis, 1890-1920.
Routledge, 2015

4) Young Researcher Award

• Floris Heukelom
Radboud University, Nijmegen

• Guy Numa
University of Massachusetts, Boston

5) Honorary Member

• Joel Mokyr
Northwestern University

Journals

Accounting, Organizations and Society, 51

Ann G. Backof, E. Michael Bamber, Tina D. Carpenter: Do auditor judgment frame-
works help in constraining aggressive reporting? Evidence under more precise and less
precise accounting standards47

47http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aos.2016.03.004
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David S. Bedford, Teemu Malmi, Mikko Sandelin: Management control effectiveness
and strategy: An empirical analysis of packages and systems48

Habib Mahama, Wai Fong Chua: A study of alliance dynamics, accounting and trust-
as-practice49

Chris Poullaos: Canada vs Britain in the imperial accountancy arena, 1908–1912:
Symbolic capital, symbolic violence50

Jasmijn C. Bol, Stephan Kramer, Victor S. Maas: How control system design affects
performance evaluation compression: The role of information accuracy and outcome
transparency51

Annals of Public and Cooperative Economics, 87 (2)

Cristian BARRA, Roberto ZOTTI: A DIRECTIONAL DISTANCE APPROACH AP-
PLIED TO HIGHER EDUCATION: AN ANALYSIS OF TEACHING-RELATED OUT-
PUT EFFICIENCY52

Bruna BRUNO, Damiano FIORILLO: VOLUNTARY WORK AND WAGES53

Kazuhiko MIKAMI: ON THE EMERGENCE OF NON-PROFIT FIRMS AS ALTER-
NATIVES TO THE GOVERNMENT54

Dagne MOJO, Christian FISCHER, Terefe DEGEFA: COLLECTIVE ACTION AND
ASPIRATIONS: THE IMPACT OF COOPERATIVES ON ETHIOPIAN COFFEE
FARMERS’ ASPIRATIONS55

Benson Otieno NDIEGE, Xuezhi QIN, Daud MASSAMBU, Esther N. TOWO: ANAL-
YSIS OF THE POSSIBILITIES FOR EXPANSION OF SERVICES IN TANZANIAN
SAVINGS AND CREDITS CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES: LEARNING FROM ECONOMIES
OF SCALE56

Pertti AHONEN: HOLDINGS OF NATIONAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN
COMPANIES IN FINLAND: PERSISTENCE AND CHANGE IN THE LONGER TERM57

48http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aos.2016.04.002
49http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aos.2016.04.004
50http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aos.2016.05.001
51http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aos.2016.01.001
52http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/apce.12091
53http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/apce.12090
54http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/apce.12105
55http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/apce.12103
56http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/apce.12104
57http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/apce.12102
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Books and Book Series

BITS of Belonging: Information Technology, Water, and Ne-
oliberal Governance in India

By Simanti Dasgupta — 2015, Temple University Press

India’s global success in the Information Technology industry has also prompted the
growth of neoliberalism and the re-emergence of the middle class in contemporary urban
areas, such as Bangalore. In her significant study, BITS of Belonging, Simanti Dasgupta
shows that this economic shift produces new forms of social inequality while reinforcing
older ones. She investigates this economic disparity by looking at IT and water priva-
tization to explain how these otherwise unrelated domains correspond to our thinking
about citizenship, governance, and belonging. Dasgupta’s ethnographic study shows how
work and human processes in the IT industry intertwine to meet the market stipulations
of the global economy. Meanwhile, in the recasting of water from a public good to a
commodity, the middle class insists on a governance and citizenship model based upon
market participation. Dasgupta provides a critical analysis of the grassroots activism
involved in a contested water project where different classes lay their divergent claims
to the city.

Link to the book is available here163 (discount with promotion code ”CSL15BITS”).

Capitalism’s Crisis Deepens: Essays on the Global Economic
Meltdown

By Richard D. Wolff — 2016, Haymarket Books

While most mainstream commentators view the crisis that provoked the Great Recession
as having passed, these essays from Richard Wolff paint a far less rosy picture. Drawing
attention to the extreme downturn in most of capitalism’s old centers, the unequal growth
in the its new centers, and the resurgence of a global speculative bubble, Wolff—in his
uniquely accessible style—makes the case that the crisis should be grasped not as a
passing moment but as an evolving stage in capitalism’s history.

Link to the book is available here164 .

163http://www.combinedacademic.co.uk/bits-of-belonging
164http://www.haymarketbooks.org/pb/Capitalisms-Crisis-Deepens
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Economics and Power: A Marxist critique

In the economic debate, power is defined and studied mainly as an interpersonal rela-
tion occurring out of perfect competition. This is a consequence of the combination of
methodological individualism and the assumption of competition as a natural and ever-
lasting coordinating mechanism, operating without any sort of coercion. This method-
ology, however, is not adequate to analyze the forms of social coercion that characterize
capitalism.

Economics and Power criticizes the main theories of power developed in economic litera-
ture, analyzing ultraliberal contractualism to radical political economics, and ultimately
suggesting a Marxist conception of power and coercion in capitalism. Palermo’s on-
tological argument is rooted in the philosophy of ‘critical realism’.This unique volume
presents his main finding as being that the essential coercive mechanism of capitalism is
competition. Capitalist power is not caused by a lack of competition, but by the central
role it plays in this mode of production. Following this, the chapters reconstruct a Marx-
ian conception of power where it is analyzed as a social relation and argues that perfect
competition does in fact exist under the disguise of capitalist power. This book criticizes
the construct of power and the underlying ideas surrounding perfect competition.

This book is of interest to those who study political economy, as well as economic theory
and philosophy.

Link to the book is available here165 .

Economics in the 21st Century: A Critical Perspective

By Robert Chernomas and Ian Hudson — 2016, University of Toronto Press

Economics has always been nicknamed the “dismal science,” but today the field seems
a little more dismal than usual as governments, social movements, and even students
complain that the discipline is failing to make sense of the major economic problems of
the day.

In Economics in the Twenty-First Century, Robert Chernomas and Ian Hudson demon-
strate how today’s top young economists continue to lead the field in the wrong direction.
The recent winners of the John Bates Clark medal, economics’s “baby Nobel,” have won
that award for studying important issues such as economic development, income inequal-
ity, crime, and health. Examining their research, Chernomas and Hudson show that this
work focuses on individual choice, ignores the systematic role of power in the economic

165https://www.routledge.com/Economics-and-Power-A-Marxist-critique/Palermo/p/book/

9781138923096
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system, and leads to solutions that are of limited effectiveness at best and harmful at
worst.

An accessible summary of the latest debates in economics, Economics in the Twenty-
First Century takes on what is missing from mainstream economics, why it matters, and
how the discipline can better address the key concerns of our era.

Link to the book is available here166 .

Global Capitalism and the Crisis of Democracy

By Jerry Harris — 2016, Clarity Press

Democracy is in crisis, from the streets of Ferguson to the struggle in Greece. Through-
out the world millions suffer under neoliberalism and austerity but are unable to force
their governments to address their needs. Fundamentally, democracy is about the rela-
tionships between the state, markets and civil society. Attempts to artificially repress
the functions of any of these institutions result in political, social and economic prob-
lems that lead to irresolvable contradictions and eventual failure. This book undertakes
the examination of capitalist democracy, globalization, and the emergence of a transna-
tional capitalist class needed to develop a strategy for implementing democracy beyond
its current impasse.

Link to the book is available here167 .

Neoliberalism: The Key Concepts

Neoliberalism: The Key Concepts provides a critical guide to a vocabulary that has
become globally dominant over the past forty years. The language of neoliberalism
both constructs and expresses a particular vision of economics, politics, and everyday
life. Some find this vision to be appealing, but many others find the contents and
implications of neoliberalism to be alarming.Despite the popularity of these concepts,
they often remain confusing, the product of contested histories, meanings, and practices.
In an accessible way, this interdisciplinary resource explores and dissects key terms such
as: Capitalism; Choice; Competition; Entrepreneurship; Finance; Flexibility; Freedom;
Governance; Market; Reform; Stakeholder; State.

166http://www.utppublishing.com/Economics-in-the-Twenty-First-Century-A-Critical-

Perspective.html
167http://www.claritypress.com/Harris.html
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Complete with an introductory essay, cross-referencing, and an extensive bibliography,
this book provides a unique and insightful introduction to the study of neoliberalism in
all its forms and disguises.

Link to the book is available here168 .

Socialist Optimism: An Alternative Political Economy for the
Twenty-First Century

By Paul Auerbach — 2016, Palgrave Macmillan

Paul Auerbach’s Socialist Optimism offers an alternative political economy for the twenty-
first century. Present-day capitalism has generated growing inequality of income and
wealth, persistent high levels of unemployment and ever-diminishing prospects for young
people. But in the absence of a positive vision of how society and the economy might
develop in the future, the present trajectory of capitalism will never be derailed, no
matter how acute the critique of present-day developments.

The detailed blueprint presented here focuses upon the education and upbringing of
children in the context of social equality and household security. It yields a well-defined
path to human development and liberation, as well as democratic control of working
life and public affairs. Socialism as human development gives a unity and direction to
progressive policies that are otherwise seen to be a form of pragmatic tinkering in the
context of a pervasive capitalist reality.

Link to the book is available here169 .

The Financialization of Housing: A political economy approach

Due to the financialization of housing in today’s market, housing risks are increasingly
becoming financial risks. Financialization refers to the increasing dominance of financial
actors, markets, practices, measurements and narratives. It also refers to the resulting
structural transformation of economies, firms, states and households. This book asserts
the centrality of housing to the contemporary capitalist political economy and places
housing at the centre of the financialization debate.

A global wall of money is looking for High-Quality Collateral (HQC) investments, and
housing is one of the few asset classes considered HQC. This explains why housing is

168https://www.routledge.com/Neoliberalism-The-Key-Concepts/Eagleton-Pierce/p/book/

9780415837545
169http://www.palgrave.com/us/book/9781137563941
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increasingly becoming financialized, but it does not explain its timing, politics and geog-
raphy. Presenting a diverse range of case studies from the US, the UK, the Netherlands,
Germany, Italy and Spain, the chapters in this book include coverage of the role of the
state as the driver of financialization processes, and the part played by local and national
histories and institutions. This cutting edge volume will pave the way for future research
in the area.

Where housing used to be something ”local” or ”national”, the two-way coupling of hous-
ing to finance has been one crucial element in the recent crisis. It is time to reconsider the
financialization of both homeownership and social housing. This book will be of interest
to those who study international economics, economic geography and financialization.

Link to the book is available here170 .

Heterodox Graduate Programs, Scholarships and Grants

Master in History of Economic Thought, Philosophy of eco-
nomics and Socioeconomics in Lyon

The online registration for our master in the History of Economic Thought/ Philosophy
of economics and Socioeconomics at the University of Lyon 2 (France) will be open from
now and until August 20, to start the courses September 19, 2016.

Applicants should apply online and will be asked to submit a letter of application (in
French), curriculum vitae, and some others documents.

For questions contact me at Rebeca.gomezbetancourt@univ-lyon2.fr171 . Final results
for acceptance will be published September 5.

Here the information in French :

M2 ”THÉORIES ET HISTOIRE DE L’ÉCONOMIE DANS LA SOCIÉTÉ
(THESE)”

• Dates de mise en ligne des dossiers de demande d’accès :1ère vague: 20/05/20162ème
vague: 15/07/2016

• Dates limites de dépôt des dossiers de demande d’accès :1ère vague: 13/06/20162ème
vague: 20/08/2016

170https://www.routledge.com/The-Financialization-of-Housing-A-political-economy-

approach/Aalbers/p/book/9781138950580
171mailto:Rebeca.gomezbetancourt@univ-lyon2.fr
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• Dates limites de tenue des commissions pédagogiques :1ère commission : 07/07/20162ème
commission: 02/09/2016

Further information can be found here172 .

Newsletters

URPE Newsletter, 47 (3)

The latest issue of the URPE Newsletter includes:

• Paddy Quick: Trump, Racism, and the Future of the Left173

• Andrew Torre: The Divisive Public/Private Dichotomy174

• Brian Serafini: Precarious Work: Domination and Resistance in the U.S., China,
and the World175

• Gerald Friedman and Robin Hanel supporting A Better Oregon176

• RRPE Editorial Board Elections 177 (May 19, 2016)

Websites

Another great site for the History of Economic Thought

Link to the website can be found here178 . For more info see this issue’s editorial.

172http://eco.univ-lyon2.fr/parcours-theories-et-histoire-de-l-economie-dans-la-societe-

these--670755.kjsp?RH=1458288241922
173http://urpe.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3efa4d76ad15fcf6b47a7d9b8&id=

7e19a3bd94&e=c9e327db8e
174http://urpe.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3efa4d76ad15fcf6b47a7d9b8&id=

d22cb93416&e=c9e327db8e
175http://urpe.us10.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3efa4d76ad15fcf6b47a7d9b8&id=

1961594c4b&e=c9e327db8e
176http://urpe.us10.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=3efa4d76ad15fcf6b47a7d9b8&id=

68fa89577f&e=c9e327db8e
177http://urpe.us10.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=3efa4d76ad15fcf6b47a7d9b8&id=

f3b9557865&e=c9e327db8e
178http://socserv2.socsci.mcmaster.ca/econ/ugcm/3ll3/
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